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ABGTKACT 6 I 
The introuucr.ory part attaches the rreatest icportance to i 

the Ezethod of identification in the frequency band, and descri
bes applying the method of statical pro гапш1п£- to digital 
har-monical nad polynomial analysis. i 

The theoretical part treat3 the questions associated with j 
t 

the accuracy of the method of statical projrannung when applied \ 
to digital haiT.onical analysis* This treatment is perforned froa \ 
Lhe viev/point of the variation of the zaean value of the analy- [ 
sed signals, ano from the viev/point of using symnetrical tra- • 
pezoicial periodical signals, jj 

The experimental part deals with the evaluation of the ř 
suitability of the above-mentioned uethoO in determining the j 
frequency characteristic of the ŠR-OA reactor. The results de- £ 
rived in the presenteu work have been used in planning the 
sta.-t-up experinents of the K3-150 reactor эп the A-l nuclear 
power station. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In formulating and solving the problem oř identification 
it is necessary to know to which purpose the identification 
should serveо It nay be said that the ultimate goal of desig
ning a system of control consists in establishing a philosophy 
of controlling the system under consideration* However, there 
are cases when the primary importance in solving the problem 
of control is attached to the analysis of the properties of 
the controlled system.. Determining some specific physical or 
dynamical parameters of the controlled system may constitute, 
in папу cases, the ultimate goal of the identification» 

Nevertheless, even if the final purpose consists in de
signing a system of control, the nature of the encountered 
problems may be very diversified. In addition, it is strongly 
dependent on the requirements imposed on the system of control* 
Let us consider the following examples: 
a) design of a stabilizing controller, 
b) design of a system of•control of an optimizing controller, 

v/ita the design being carried out from the viewpoint of t*.e 
transition of the controlled parameters from one state into 
another, 

c) design of a control systec optimizing the changes of the 
parameters of the controlling process in relation to 
disturbances. 
Provided (sufficient redundancy in stability, in the first 

case it will be fully satisfactory-to have a rough dynamical 
model of J-he controlled system. Contrarily, the second example 
necessitates a very precise dynamical model. Case c) calls not 
only for a very precise dynamical model of the controlled sys
tem. In this case it is necessary to have also a model of the 
environment. 

The assumption that the final goal of the identification 
is to establish the philosophy of the control system gives 
rise to a question of which problems must be solved to attain 
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a safisfactory solution» An a priori information concerning 
the controlled system and its environment will be sufficient 
only in certain cases* It is often necessary to perform rather 
exacting experiment and to determine the behaviour of the 
variable parameters of the system after introducing a distur
bance in the function of an input signal. The situation 
frequently calls for establishing an actual model of the sys
tem, and for performing the experimental investigation with 
real operations. In order for the process to proceed within 
required ran^e, it is necessary to have several controllers for 
controlling the experiment. Moreover, of great account is the 
magnitude of the input disturbance. Thus, the results of the 
investigation may be markedly influenced. 

In carrying out the experiments mentioned above, it is 
necessary to ?nswer the following questions: 
a) Will the experiment be planned? Will a partial design of 

the experiment be worked out, using a priori information? 
Jill a new design of the experiment be worked out, taking 
advantage of the results of the previous experiment? 

b) How will the results of the experiment be made use of in 
elaborating the philosophy of the control? Furthermore, 
which requirements are imposed on the results? 

c) What type of the input testing signal (i.e. the disturbance) 
will be used to meet the requirements imposed on the results 
(within the limits given by the conditions under which the 
experiment will be done)? 

d) What v/ill be the optimum inter/al cf sampling if the measu
rement is carried out with th* use of a data logger and a 
compute1"? 
In spite of a great amount of work performed so far in 

the domain of identification, there is no generally valid 
answer to all tie questions stated hereinbefore. Nevertheless, 
an answer to some particular ceees may be found in literature 
/1, 2, 3/. 
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In nuclear technology, and in nuclear power engineering 

in particular, a great importance ic attached to experimental 

verification of nuclear reactors and nuclear power stations» 

This is due to the fact that the hardware of nuclear power 

engineering is still in development. Consequently, it is 

desirable to find experiment ally not only statical parameters 

of the equipment, but, in the first place, the dynamical ones. 

Testing of individual components should assure a proper func

tion and safe as well as economical operation. Furthermore, 

a possibility of computer-aided control should be mentioned 

in this connection. In every experiment performed on an 

intricate equipment, one encounters the problem of fast and 

economical processing of a great volume of simultaneously 

measured data. It may be said that using a suitable method of 

handling the data (which, of course, is impossible without a 

wide use of computer technology) is of paramount importance 

for shortening the duration of the experiment. It goes without 

saying that this plays a very important role when production 

facilities are concerned. 

Presented work constitutes an attempt to set out the use 

of a modern evaluating method for acquiring the dynamical cha

racteristics of a nuclear reactor. 

1.1. Formulating the problem of identification 

Present knowledge suggests that the problem of "identi

fication" may be best expressed using Zade'e formulation, the

refore we will make use of it. This definition reads as follows 

/4/: "An identification is a decision whereby in the course of 

testing we determine an equivalent system out of a number of 

specified classes of systems, the determination being done on 

the basis of the input and output signals of said system". 

The class of a system e will be denoted aa (sj , the input 

signals u, and the output ones as y. "Testing" of the system 

will represent a simple process, components s represent a mo-



del. The equivalence will be defined by a criterion or by an 
error function which represent a functional of the actual 
output signal у and input signal of the model, у , so that 

V = V(y, ym) 

Two models, E, and nu, are equivalent if the value of the 
error function is the same for both models, so that it is 
possible to write that 

The classification of models s, input signals u and criteria 
v is very.different and depends on a priori knowledge and on 
the air.; of the identification. If the equivalence is defined 
with the use of the error function, the problem of identifi
cation will then become « simple problem of optimation. As 
the value of the error function must be as low as possible, 
it is necessary to know the answers to the following questions: 
L) IS it possible to reach the minimum value of the error 

function? 
b) Is there only one solution? 
c) Is the only solution influenced by the selected input 

signal? 
d) If the only solution does not exist, what will be the 

structure of the mouel giving the same value of the crite
rion function, and how to select model s for acquiring 
only one solution? 
Concerning simple linear systens, the answers may be found 

in /5/. The class of models s is termed as "identifiable" if 
the optiî ation has only one aolution. According to /6 through 
9/, formulating the identification ae a problem of optimaliza-
tion is easy if there exist correlating relations between the 
theory of identification and that of optimization. The identi
fication is capable of being formulated also in the domain of 
probability. Defining á model e ae parametrical (s = s [a^ , 

where /$ is a parameter), then the identification represents 

an estimation of the parameter. In doing so, one takes advan-
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tage of techniques ii volved in the theory of estimation and 

making decisions. As special techniques of estimation we may 

use the method of the highest probability, the minimax method, 

etc* On the basis of desired accuracy of the parameters it is 

possible to test various hypotheses /11, 12, 13/» 

Astrom and Pooklin state /14/ that a system may be deno

ted as "identifiable" if there exists a consistent estimation. 

Moreover, it is necessary for the matrix of data ̂ o be positi

vely definitive» Those conclusions are supported in A5/. 

1.2. The relations between identification and automatic control 

It nay be said that in designing a system of control, 

practical knowledge of the process of control constitutes a 

certain approximation to identification. This is the first 

reason for dividing the systems of automatic control into two 

stagee, namely identification and control. By analogy with the 

theory of random control we speak of this assumption as repre

senting individual hj'potheses. Taking into consideration a 

great number of methods and techniques developed for designing 

the systems of control, the approximation will be in this case 

very rough. Nevertheless, it cannot be said that the optimum 

designs of controlling systéme have been obtained in all cases 

through the use of identification methods, and that the results 

obtained have been fully used in the course of designing. 

Conversely, the optimum designs of systems did not emerge 

thanks to detailed knowledge of the process and its environment. 

In designing a controlling system, we must bear in mind that 

the identification is not accurate. Conceptually, we know how 

to solve these problems. In the extreme case (i. e. if a sys

tem with time-variable parameters is involved), both steps, 

i. e. the identification and control, must be solved simult

aneously. In thit case a theory of dual control /16/ may be 

applied» Of course, it must be taken into consideration that 

this task is rather laborious and tine-coneuming even for 

simple cases /17/» In many situations it will be obviously 
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justified to find the conditions underlying the validity of 
individual hypotheses» 

Finding the structure of a model 8 corresponding"to a 
preset philosophy of control gives idee to many questions, as 
e. g: 
a) If the results of the identification are used in the philo

sophy of control, is it possible to obtain the structure of 
the model and the criterion of identification? 

b) How accurate the identification must be if individual hypo
theses are to be valid, at worst, with a preset error? 
Partial answers to these questions nay be found for зсие 

cases in /18/« 

1.3. Accuracy of identification 

Determining the accuracy of the results of the identifi
cation is of great importance. The reason lies in the fact 
that the accuracy may be defined from different standpoints, 
so that an accuracy considered as good from one viewpoint may 
be poor from another one. If linear systems are concerned, the 
accuracy may be defined as a deviation for a transfer or im
pulse weight function, or as a deviation of parameters (in the 
case of a parametrical model). For Fourier's transformation 
the weight function is obtainable with a great accuracy, but 
for succeeding transfer function the accuracy markedly 
decreases, and vice versa /19, 20/. dere is also a possibi
lity that the impulse weight functions for various parametrical 
models display practically no uifferences. The situation may 
be substantially clarified after introducing the identification 
as the ultimate goal. It is an approximation which takes into 
consideration the range of amplitudes of a dynamical model /21/. 
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1*4* Classification of modele 

As may be found in /13/ and /15/, models nay be characte
rized from different viewpoints. One of them distinguishes 
between parametrical end non-parametrical models* As examples 
of the latter we may mention impulse response, transfer 
function, covariance of functions, spectral density, series, 
etc., while among the former belong models enabling ue to 
obtain the characteristics of the state, systems parameters, 
and the like* In general form, a parametrical model may be 
described in the following terms: 

§| * f(x, u,/3) 
у = g(x, u,/3), where 

x is the vector of parameters of state, 
u is the input, 
у is the output, 
/3 is the vector of system parameters. 

It is known that if the orders of model ana of the actual 
system diffor substantially, the results of the parametrical 
jpodel may involve great error* Concerning non-parajietrical 
models, they have the virtue that it is not necessary to 
express the order of the system in an explicit form* 

1,5. Signals 

Under this term we understand time behaviour of a physi
cal quantity. These signals may be either deterministic or 
non-deterministic (random) depending on whether the time be
haviour may be reproduced or not* 
A deterministic time signal may be: 
1* continuous within a time interval 

u * u(t) for 0 * t * со, 
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in which-сазе it is supposed that for t<0, u(t) = 0; 
2. a discrete series{uQ, u^t u2> •••••» u^J 

for timely equidistant values of the function uk
 s u(kut).. 

Within a time interval the expression of a signal may be 
transformed into a parametrical region with the use of Laplace's» 
Fourier's, or z-transformation. In doing so, the following be-
sic relations will be used: 
lo For Fourier's transformation 

2» For z-transformation 

where z = e~p - for a complex variable p = ^ У ш 

or for p =уш as an amplitudinal spectrum 
of the testing signal» 

A random signal is characterized by the set of performed 
measurements» For a random function u(t) of a stationary and 
ergodic process, the mean value within the time interval (the 
correlation function) will be given as 

r 

Power spectrum of a random signal will represent a Fourier's 
transformation of the correlating function 

Juu (w) - r[ffuu (T)l-JP«u (T) e'"" <*Г 

Given the power spectrum density, and using Wiener's equation, 
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it «rill be possible to obtain the correlating function which 
assumes the following form: 

#«« (T) -r'{su* (со)} 'гр/Suu (to) е'юТс*с 

Table 1 exemplifies basic aperiodic input signals. 
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2. IDENTIFICATION OF SYSTEMS IN A FREQUENCY BAND 

The identification of eye terns in a frequency band consti-

tutee one group of identification methods* The results furnished 

by these methods make it possible to obtain frequency characte

ristics of systems, or to get the power spectrum for those 

frequencies which can pass through the system. 

It may be stated that frequency methods came into use as 

early as 30 years a£0« Curre.itly they find ample and versatile 

application. This is especially true in the domain of control 

where they meet with a general recognition* This stems mainly 

from their physical content, illustrativeness, wide possibi

lities as regards the transfer from analytical calculations to 

graphical representation, and vice versa* Moreover, using the 

frequency methods enables to work out relatively simple engi

neering techniques of analysing and synthetizing linear systems* 

Using known frequency characteristics of systems, and 

pertinent, analytical relations, the elaboration of frequency 

methods makes it possible to obtain individual dynamical pa

rameters of transfer function of the system, or of its diffe

rential equation /26, 27/» 

Recently, the frequency methods began to find further 

application in the diagnostics of systems and their subsystems. 

The main idea lies in measuring frequency characteristics or 

the power spectrum, and deducing their state therefrom» In the 

event of a nuclear reactor it may be, for instance, the amount 

of undercriticality of its core, while with a rotating drive 

it may be the extent of bearing wear-out, etc* 

2*1* The measurement of frequency characteristics 

Presently there exists a greet number of techniques of 

measuring frequency characteristics, with sine or cosine pe

riodic signal being used as an input testing signal /22 through 

25/. It should be added that these techniques, in the majority 
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of casee, us* a special generator to generate a periodic input 
testing signal. Said generátore may be either electrical, or 
pneumatic, or hydraulic, with a possibility of adjusting both 
continuous and discrete frequency band. Depending on th* 
design of the generators, these frequencies range from 10"5 

to 10* Hz. As may be found in /22/, commercially available 
instruments for measuring the frequency characteristics also 
operate within the limits stated hereinabove. 

Let us further consider certain techniques of measuring 
the frequency characteristics: 

1. Graphical recording of input ami output signal measured 
simultaneously (frequency band 10* * up to 10"* Hs). 

2. Compensating technique of measurement (10"*2 up to 10* Hz). 

3. Direct measuring of phase (10"1 up to 104 Hs). 

4* Technique based on a decomposition into real and imaginary 
part of the frequency characteristic (10~* up to 10 Hs). 

5. Correlation measurement (10 -up to 10* Hs). 

For using the above-mentioned methods of measuring the 
frequency characteristics it is necessary to know: 

a) the frequency band for the system under investigation, 
b) possible failures of the systems. 

Frequency band of •slow" systems and subsystems ranges within 
10"4 and 10 Hz, while that of •fast" systems and subsystems 
lies between 10"^ and 10-* Hz. 

In measuring system frequency characteristics it is of 
great importance for the measurement to be carried out so as 
to be influenced by disturbances in the least possible measure. 
Consequently, the adopted technique of measurement must be 
disturbance-insensitive as much as possible. Of the above-men
tioned techniques of measurement the best seems to be the cor
relation method. The error involved in using this method 
within a finite interval of measurement may be obtained from 
/28/. Ref• /29/ presents an assessment of the error in terms 
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of spectral properties of the disturbance in dependence on 
frequency. Said method turnu out to be especially suited for 
periodic disturbances, even if it can be also successfully 
employed for non-periodic disturbances. 

2o2e Identification of time-dependent system by measuring 
frequency characteristic 

For a time-dependent system we wil l use the following 
expression (in Laplace's transformation): 

<fi(s)-fť(*-rjéS(''r)c<T'(sI-A)-' (2. 1) 

A linear system with constant coefficients is characteristic 
by the fact that its response matrix to impulses ( f ) is de
pendent only on the time variable quantity (t - T ). Аз this 
property holds also true for a time-dependent system, the 
"transformation" may b<- also expressed in terms of equation 
/2.1), i. e. 

<p(t,ja>) -/> <7, V z'™ (Í'T) «Г (22) 

Now, let ua introduce a control vector in the follov/ing fashion 

Z(t) ' S(() ti ({) (2.3) 

This makes it possible for the output vector to be expressed 
as 

which is an expression for a stationary system* ф ( t , jfc> ) 
represents a linear differential equation whoee solution may 
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be easily aeooaplished by а trensformation into transfer func
tions* In doing aof we «ill obtain 

Ji * ((, /«>) * £/u> I - A (i)] <f> (i^jcu) ~T (2S) 

This is Zadeh'a differential equation for a time-dependent 

transformation• 

mathematical formulation of identification problem of a 
linear, time-dependent system «ill be treated as follower If 
the eye tern under investigation haa a aimple input, it may be 
written that 

X -A({)x_ * 3(1)^ ) 

Du_ J 
(2-е) 

?- c*. 
where x is n-dimensional vector of state, 

u is m-dimenaional input vector, 
JJ is e-dimensienal output vector* 

The input vector is supposed to assume the following shape: 

*r-l*,p*,řb, ,/>""'*] 
The aim of the identification lies in determining the time func
tions a^Ct) and t>nk(t) as eomponants of vectors kit/ and B(t). 
Generally, some of the (n + m) functions may be known, which 
facilitates the solution» Let us define a time-dependent trans
formation 

h (jw, I) - Г(;ш) X (ju>, i), (2.1) 

Г (/'«>) mL(itt(/»)] (2.6) 

itki/Ш) -[<(/*)<•* for !>sk 
lik(ja>) - 0 j o ř 1<U (Z.9) 

лмгмиеяеч 
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h(;u>, í ) may be expressed in the fora of 
type disturbance as 

response to a sino-

h (jw, I) - e'J i~(j«>) f (ju>, i) 

where f (/с, i) represents tne response to u - ш**г ; & (p°>*) 
will be determined on the basis of/ (/to/' )• Vector A (j<°i*) 
is made up of elemente in a complex form* Aa tbe measurements 
provide real numbers, it aeems advantageous to uae • reduced 
vector h (/̂ / i ) whoee real part «ill be denoted by *B"9 and 
the imaginary one "I я. Assuming u/ as a constant parameter 
suits in 

VR 

hr 

f*(j«*i) TrCtoO 

~e(jb*i) 

he 

* 

hr 

к*(/ч1) 

h(j^i) 

{211) 

«here E(&, t) i s (n, n ̂ dimensional matrix A(t) whoee elemente 
are ifn,r (/и>,/)] , E(ju; , t ) and A(t) ere related by the 
following equation 

'"•'f»v-l£%i%7 •«''*> (2. It) 

For the n-dimeneional vector k(ju/, t ) and the matrix B(t), i t 
may be written 
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jto 
(j*,i)~3(l) (jeuf 

If h and ph are available, then it will be possible to 
combine (2,11), (2ol2) and (2.13) to obtain two algebraic equa
tions of the functions a .(t) and b ъД*^р ^У measuring h for 
о frequencies («•v,"-'*, ••••• <*>y ) we will obtain 2q equations 
to calculate the matrices A(t) and B(t). 

Using the above-mentioned technique in a highly sensitive 
system involves some troubles. First of all, a very sensitive 
system calls for a broad frequency range, and the measurements 
performed for high frequencies suffer from a great error. This 
technique is also rather intricate for a high order system. 
There may be done certain simplification, but this comes into 
consideration under the assumption that the system may be di
vided into a stationary and я time-dependent part. 

2.3о The method of fast Fourier's transformation 

In the year 1965 Jo W. Cooley end J. Y/. Tukey suggested 
an algorithm /37/ for calculating Fourier's coefficients. Said 
algorithm has the merit of requiring much smaller number of 
computing operations than al'. other algorithms used at that ti
me. The algorithm was calls "The fast Fourier's transforma
tion" and led to dramatic changes in the domain of digital 
spectral analysis, digital modelling of filters, etc. 

The fast Fourier's transformation is a method of perfor
ming the discrete Fourier's transformation of time series (sam
ples ). The method паз the advantage of needing much shorter 
computing time, thus making the calculation much cheaper against 
other techniques* In analyzing continuous oscillations it is 
necessary to determine (by means of regular sampling), a time 
sequence of values (samples) representing the analyzed pheno
menon. This time sequence of values (samples) may be considered 
as fully determining the oscillatory phenomenon under investig-
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ation subject to the conditions that the oscillations occur 
within a limited frequency band and that the frequency of 
sampling is at least twice as high as the maximum frequency of 
the investigated phenomenon* A time sequence cf values obtained 
in this fashion is suitable foi digital processing by means of 
the algorithm of the fast Fourier's transformation. 

Now, let us compare the number of multiplieating opera
tions needed by the direet Fourier's transformation and by the 
fast Fourier's transformation. 

Approximate number of 
multiplieating operations 

Operation Formula Direct Fast Fourier's 

Discrete Fourier s 
transformation 

Filtration 
(convolution 
integral) 

Autocorrelating 
function 

Two-dimensional 
Fourier's 
transformation 

Two-dimensional 
filtration 

method 
/V-/ 

J- ^njrk/H 
k-0 

r = 1,1,. .,*-/ 

N-1 

Г К Yu.t 
и-0,1,. ,/v-f 

Г Л rr.k . 
*•" г.0,1 N ; 

М-1 N-1 

к-о /-<? 

L I _ x*,t Ya-*,r-i 
i-o i-o 

r,9 .1,2, •••*•' 

Nz 

tr ansf ormati on 

2N /oy2 N 

N 

/V* 

/ / * 

ЗА/ /efrAt 

ЭМ?оуг/\/ 

Wh °9> /f 

Ж2Ьргл 

In this report the Fourier's coefficients have been ob
tained with the help of fast Fourier's transformation. 
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2.4* Optimum hannonical and polynomial analysis 

The purpose of the harmonical analysis lies in determi
ning the coefficients a^ and ак+н of the decomposition of the 
function y(t) into a series 

L 
k-1 

Ун tf) " ÍLLak sin (кш{) + °ч"Ч cos(**>*)]' Own (2. #) 

where H is the number of harmonical components, 
ak is the amplitude of the sine component of the decom

position, 
ak+H *8 t h e ainPiitude oi" tiie cosine component, and 
a°H+l *s a constant value of individual components of "".he 

decomposition* 
y(t) is a function defined by its values for all t from a cer
tain interval T. In addition, the function y(t) is assumed to 
meet Dirichlet's conditions within T« The mean square error 
(y(t) - yH(t)) 

/ 
J*. £f[y (I) - ]„ (i)} г М (2 /fj 

will be minimum if the coefficients â ., a k + H will be substi
tuted by Fourier's coefficients, so that 

r 
O-k+H ' ^fv(l) cos (kcui) dt (2 /6) 

T 

Determining the coefficients of the decomposition is simple 
due to the orthogonality of functions resulting from the de
composition о This simplicity also suggests to work out an 
effective calculating algorithm to obtain Fourier's coefficients. 
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Heferences /38/ and /39/ present the theoretical background of 

the method of static programming» iurthermore, some practical 

applications of this methou are given» 

The author of this work employs the method of static 

programming to work out a calculating algorithm for digital 

processing of the measured values» 

2.5» Conclusions 

In relation to mathematical model, the frequency methods 

of identification are relatively 3imple and, in the same time, 

their, accuracy is sufficient» For linear systems they offer 

the possibility of obtaining dynamical parameters of transfer 

functions, thereby also enabling to get the physical parameters 

of systems» Obtaining the system frequency characteristic as a 

response to a periodic input signal is of great importance in 

the assessment of the dynamics and the stability of systems» 

Experimental arrangement is not unduly intricate in the event 

of an electrical system, in which case both the input and out

put parameters are represented by voltage» In the case of other 

parameters, and especially mechanical ones (displacement* rota

tion, etc), the generation of the input periodic disturbance 

gives rise to some problems© The periodic disturbance may be 

said to set restraints not only on the broadness of the frequen

cy band under investigation, but also on the shape (symmetry) 

of the periodic input aignal. 

On the other hand, it should be born in mind that some of 

these troubles may be partly eliminated by employing suitable 

methods of processing the data obtained by the measurement, eo 

that it is possible to obtain the frequency transfer of the 

system with sufficient accuracy» 

The great amount of data obtained during the experiment 

necessitates its quick processing» This requires a wide use of 

digital computing technology» Consequently» the techniques 

adopted must have a simple algorithm containing the minimum 
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amount of arithmetical operations but, on the other hand, 

affording satisfactory accuracy in processing the data» If an 

on-line identification or system diagnostics are involved, it 

is also necessary for the algorithm adopted for processing the 

data to be simple and quick. Sometimes it is expedient to di-

viae the calculation into tv/o stages,. The first one involves 

the calculation of operators. This step is more tine-consuming, 

but since the data obtained during the measurement are not 

needed for performing this step, it can be carried out prior to 

making the experiment* The operators so prepared «ill be then 

used in the second stage which involves only simple mathematical 

operations with the values of the operator and the measured da

ta., It should be also added that this technique is very quick, 

which plays a very important role in the processing of large 

volumes of data. It reduces not only the computing time, but 

also shortens the whole experiment. 

In evaluating the relative merits of different frequency 

methods of identification it seems proper to work out the method 

of static progra.ir.ming and use it for the optimum hannonical 

analysis. Considered froci the viewpoint of the requirements 

imposed on processing great volumes of data, this method may 

be reckoned as suitable. For comparison purposes, said method 

may be likened to a modern and quick method of harnonical analy

sis» The fast Fourier's transformation cay be taken advantage 
# 

of for this purpose. 

http://progra.ir.ming
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3. THE I.-1ETHCD OF STATIC PROGRAMMING 

3.1. The state of the art 

It may be said that the effectiveness of data processing 

techniques determines their practical applicability* This ie 

of paramount importance in real-time operations which, in turn, j 

play important role in tasks associated with the control of 

systems• j 

IJany operations involved in data processing may be inter- I 

preted as an application of "filters". A "signal" made up of \ 

[ the desired information and an undesirable random disturbance j 

j is f«»d into the input of the process, end the "filter" functions I 

j so as to provide, on the output, the nearest approximation to 

the input signal. In the domain of continuous filters, L. A. 

Zadeh and J. P. Ragazini formulated and solved a task repre

senting a generalization of Wiener's problem dealing with opti-

• mum filters. It ought to be added that the development of di

gital technology necessitated solving a similar problem also 

i for discrete signals (I. Z. Cypkin, V* V. Solodovnikov, L. N. 

| \tolf:in, etc.). Theae investigators were engaged in works dealing 

\ with tiaie sequences of equidistant signals. Suggested also are 

uethods how to eolve theae tasks. But the practical applicabi

lity of these theoretical means is limited; in the first place, 

they cannot be used for other distribution of the values of the 

independent variable. Essentially 3ir.ilar problems are also 

solved by nrntiieiratical statistics. It mainly embraces estima

tion of linear forme, treatment of direct observations, linear 

and non-linear repression, and smoothing of meadured curves by 

means of preoet functions. Matrix calculations lends itself to 

this purpose as a very nuitable technique. It can be used also 

for non regular distribution of the interval under investigation. 

But the nain attention is devoted here to statistical proper

ties of the deviations between the measured values and smoothed 

curves, rather thun to pertinent functionals. Concerning Zadeh-
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Ragazini'a tasks, it is very important for the functionals to 
te optimal. In this work matrix technique ia employed for sol
ving a generalized Zade - Ragazini's problem, and to prove a 
close relationship between the optimality of solving this 
problem and the optiniality of smoothed curves. The procedure 
presented here involves the calculation of matrices (the opti
mum operators) which are envisaged for performing digital ope
rations. This way ia leas demanding on the part of the computer 
(memory, needed ti:.ie) than other techniques» 

3*1.1. Generalised discrete analogy of Zadeh-Hagazini's task 

Let us consider a set of „.easured values y(t.> ), i = 1, 2, 
• •co, n of the input variable y(t)o These values are given as 
functions of the independent variable to Concerning the 
distribution of points t- along the axis t, it may be either 
uniforn. or non-uniform. Input function 

• л 

M 

vft) 'Y. ,a'x' (t) *• (v * *(i) (з 'J 
consis ts of non-random independent functions x - ( t ) , e f f ec t ive 
component represented by a s t a t i ona ry random function x ( t ) , 
and s t a t iona ry random function x ( t ) which standc for no i s e , 
e r rors of measurement, e tc о Values of a^ are unknown numbers. 
All functions and numbers are r e a l . Corre la t ing funct ions x ( t ) 
and x ( t ) are known. Llean values of both these functions nay be 
assumed as being equal to ze ro . 

Equation (1) may be expressed in a vector form аз fol lows: 

Y = AXT + X + X (b.l) 

where Y, Í, 1 have dimension 1, N, 

X has dimension N, LI, 

Л has dimension 1, Ы 
T represents a transposed matrix. 
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Matrix X represents numerical values of functions 

X 

X, (it) Xffrf) 

X, (in) v„ (i,,) 

(3.3) 

N is assumed to be higher than M. Processing of the input 
vector Zj results in a linear transformation of the effective 
component of the input function 

je{ f_ CLi Xi (i) > X (éj) (J 4 
r-f 

As linear transformation we may use an extrapolated value of 
a linear combination of the first derivative ani the value of 
this component for t = tr« It should be taken into considera
tion that z, cannot be determined accurately, only the beet 
approximation can be searched for» In doing so, the following 
conditions must beedhered to: 

If z is searched as a linear estimation in the following shape: 

z = YW, ibS) 

\i being a vector (operator) with dinensions N, Ы, 
2. If %(t) = 0, z must be precisely equal to Zj (or, in other 

words, the estimation must be impartial). 
3o Dispersion of z must be as sicall as poseible» 
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The second requirement will be fulfilled if 

X±W = L, where (Ъ.С) 

L = 

#{x, (4)){r 

ée{xM(V)t> 
(ЗЛ) 

t stands for that value of t, for which we perform the eeti-
mation. Depending on the selection of t in relation to the 
interval of measurement (t^ - t_), the operation may be charac
terized аз smoothing, prediction or filtration* Under the sym
bol <4? we understand, for instance, differentiation, integra
tion, computation of the convolution integral, or a linear 
combination of the above-mentioned or similar operations. So, 
the vector /. defines the type of the quantity being estima
ted, and the matrix equation (3*6) guarantees the analytical 
propertiss of the digital operator V/. If the dispersion of the 
estimation z is denoted in a matrix form as D 9 it may be then 
written 

D. = V/TBW - 2CW + d, where 

в = xrx + xrx +2x4 
is a' square correlation uotrix of the vectors X, X 

(J-9) 

С 

jettmhrCiď) **«')] 

Jt(x(())u[x~(t»r**lí»)] 

(З.Ю) 

(j. ft) 
d - áttx (())/, 

The values of the matrix С and the number d are averaged within 
the set Ow. all performed measurements (denoted by bars over 
the symbols4 Calculation of the matrices В, С, and the number 
d requires to know the correlation functions. 

The sense of the term "best estimation" may be clarified 
by the following conditions: the estimation must be linear» 
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impartial) and must have a minimum dispersion* 
For operations performed on a digital computer, the linea

rity of the estimation (3.7) prefers efficient use of the ope
rator Vir. In this case or.ly minimum number of operations is 
involvedо Therefore, the estimation z may be characterized as 
having desired analytical accuracy, a minimum statistical error, 
and the computation must impose only minimum requirements on 
the computer» Solution of the task may be expressed in the 
following terms: 

W'B-iX(xrB''x)L+[C-e''x(xr£-'x)-'xr] В-'СГ; U'2) 

where E is a unit matrix with dimensions N, N. That the ope
rator W satisfies this equation may be proved by substituting 
(3ol2) into equation (3«6). 

According to /38/, the solution possesses the following 
additional properties: 
a) if the operator V/ is employed for smoothening the input 

function oi the form (3»1) and if are determined smoothed 
values f(ij) for all j, then not only dispersion of every 

individual estimation of jí(ii) is minimum, but even the 
summation of the mean square deviations Li(ij)-f (ij)l2 ie 
minimum, too. The summation of the squares of deviations is 
brought to a minimum also for x(t) = 0, 

b) Smoothening of a function already smoothed has no influence 
on the values of t(é/) „ 

c) The matrices involved in the equation (3»12) may be taken 
advantage of to estimate X for an unknown vector A (see 
eq« 3.2o). 

А-УВ"Х(ХГ6~'Х)~' (J- fS) 
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This estimation is impartial and the expression í(fl-fí)(^-fi)T] 
which represents the summation of the squares of deviations, 

has a minimum value in the с1авз of linear estimations of the 
vector Ao 

3o2, The background of static programming 

The main idea underlying the technique of static program
ming lies in dividing the operations of digital processing of 
data into two stages ая follows: 
a) Calculation of optimum digital operators W and dispersions 

(Dz); this stage may also include the calculation of the 
correlation matrices of the input quantities© 

b) The application of operators» 
Bringing this idea into effect is dealt with in fig» 2» 

Let us denote the input vector of the values obtained by 
measurement as Y« Given this vector? it will be possible to 
find required correlation functions» In addition, the matrix В 
may be obtained calculationally» Functions x. make up the 
matrix X„ The requirements imposed on the type of the operatio 
are given by the operator and by the point t • Using these 
values it will be possible to calculate the matrix L and the 
vector C» 

The first stage of the technique of static programming 
involves the calculation of the matrix 

The second stage incorporates the calculation of the 
vector С and L (for requires operator and point tr)» At the 
output of the first sta^e will be the operator X, but in the 
event of performing no operation, the first stage will result 
in the vector M» In such a ease 1Л = W. These calculations are 
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made in stage a) only once (for given conditions). 
The second stage involves carrying out for different input 

vectors Y scalar products YW. This will be performed so many 
times how many input vectors Y are processed. 

Concerning hardware, the first stage may be accomplished 
with an efficient medium-sized computer, the latter may be done 
with the help of a small computer (also a process computer { 
may be used). 1 

Two different cases may occur in the second stage. In the \ 
former, all components of the vector Y are scanned in the same [ 
instant of tiiue T (the independent variable t may be repre- S 
sented, for instance, by a spatial coordinate). The process 
characterized by the components of the vector Y may not be t 
stationary in this case. The value of z v/ill be established I 
in such a way that the computer withdraws from ite memory trie ? 
operator V/ and performs a scalar product Y\7 (all components of [ 
the vector Y are fed into the input of the computer). It should ' 
be added that Y may not be necessarily kept in the computer j 
mei:.ory until the computation is terminated. j 

In the latter case, the vector Y may be made up by a time j 
sequence of the values of the input functions, time being the j 
independent variable in this case. Computer memory holds the \ 
vector Y, or, more precisely, the n values representing this j 
vector. The procedure is sach that the oldest measured value 
(which represents a component of vector Y) is erased, and the 
newly measured value is substituted for it» 

It ought to be born in mind that in practical applications 
which are very often rather intricate, the above-centioned 
theory of static programming is not adhered to precisely. In 
case of need, зоте simplifications are resorted to. \ 
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3.2.1. Using the nethod of static programming in nuclear 

technology 

The application of computer technology to the control of 

nuclear reactors and nuclear power stations, as well as to the 

processing of data in nuclear technology, nay be exemplified 

in the following fashion: 

I 

Temperature data obtained through the use of thermocouple I 

measurements on different fuel elements and in regular time j 

intervals enables to calculate the Liean temperature. It is j 

therefore possible to follow the behaviour of the thermal 

gradient in the most loaded portions of a reactor vessel or a 

primary piping. In addition, it will be possible to calculate 

a local value of the laplaaian. This will be equal to the j 

negative ratio of the second derivative and the corresponding 1 

local value of snoothened neutron flux distribution. It is also \ 

possible, on the basis of several latest readings of the-sensor, 

to predict the value of- the controlled quantity and to make 

use of it for optimum control. For the purpose of warning or 

emergency signalling, assessed values of important reactor 

parameters may be also obtained by calculation. Moreover, spa

tial distribution of the neutron flux in reactor zone may be 

calculated as well. 

3.3» Statement of the problem of the optimum harmonical 

' analysis 

The following chapter of this report deals at length with 

efficient utilization of digital operators obtained in the 

first stage of static programming, moreover, the importance of 

redundancy (characterized by the difference n - n, which in 

physical interpretation r, eans using n measured values to calcu-

lc-te m unknownvalues) for the hanaonical analysis is treated. 
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3«3»1« Basic relationships 

The method of reactor oscillator may be termed as one of 
the most important methods for experimental determination of 
dynamic parameters of a nuclear reactor and its coding system. 
In performing ti e experiments, the following troubles emerge 
(particularly in at-power operation): 
a) measuring a quantity is disturbed by statistical fluctua

tions, 
b) in comparison with u.ean value, the amplitude of the periodic 

disturbance must be small (for practical reasons), 
c) it is difficult for the mean value of the measured quantity 

to secure its constant value in the whole course of the 
measurement^ 

d) the analysis of a response of various parameters at various 
frequencies necessitates to process a great volume of measu
red data. 
As will be seen hereinafter, these problems may be mitig

ated through the use of the method of static programming. 
If we start from the basic relationship of the harmonical 

analysis, our first task will consist in expressing (as pre
cisely as possible) the values (or, in other words, the course) 
of given function y(t) by the expression 

и 
1„ (I) - Г Lahs,n(ki.u>i) * лк.„ cos(A%со f)J (J- T) 

So, the function y(t) is substituted by a sum of periodic 
functions. The expression given above io true if the mean value 
of the periodic function y(t) equals zero. Otherwise it is 
necessary to e id an absolute term. But, as the experiment pro
ceeds, the iLean value of yit) may exhibit some changed (the 
ti'.ie-aependent changes еда be both linear and non-linear). In 
such an event the expression (3»15) will assume the following 
'.'orm: 
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Jíatrix X (see 3*3) consists of a sum of functions sin (*/-<"') 

cos (*/•«"* ) at p. The matrix has N lines and H columns, 

Ы = P + 2H + 1, váth ? being the order of the polynomial, and 
H equals to the number of harmonical components of the decom

position* 

Concerning matrix X, its every line contains: 

for 1c = 1 up to H, H values of sin (Ду.*»Л" ) f 
for к = (H + 1) up to 2H, H values of cos ( kp">{* ), 
for к = U - (2H + 1), P values of t-̂  
In a general form, matrix X may be expressed in the following 
terms 

ftn (bcuit) Sinftfi-coj/^ cosfrevé/). cos{*/*. taf,j /' /, ... f/ 

(3/t) 
The period of the basic barcaonical component nay not be neces

sarily equal to the considered interval T of measured points of 

y(t). This period nay be different and is determined by и coeffi
cient 9* , which represents an optionable parameter. The 
coefficients a-,, a2, ..... a^ make up a vector A having dimen
sions a , II. 

At,* ' / an a* •• • aM- a.t« a„ / (j ») 

The amplitude as well as the phase of the harmonical component 
under consideration are eiven by the following equations 
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f"Í9* * ?** (*/9) 

f - ardor t± (3 20) 

where q_ is the amplitude of the sine conponent for a zdiven s 
harmonical, 

q is the amplitude of the cosina component, 
q is the amplitude of a given harraonical component, 
f is the phase of pertinent haruonical component. 

3.3.2c The impact of a disturbing random component 5č(t-), and 
the determination of calculating errors 

It may be said that the real value of function y(t) in 
points t. is represented by determined components and by a 
disturbing random component x(t-). The assumptions adopted 
concerning the function x were stated hereinbefore. Values of 
the function x(t^) in points i = 1, 2, •••••, N constitute a 
vector with dimensions 1, N: 

%lWt) x(U) • . . . Jřfé/v) / (J- 2!) 

Given this vector and the auto-correlating function x(t) *'' 
it will be possible to establish the correlating matrix Xrx* 
of a random vector ЗГ. 
Let us denote 

S-(xrx)-< (J 22) 

Expression (3»2) may be nov/ cefined as 

уш*Х
г+Х (3.23) 
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The purpose of the harmonical analysis consists in calcu
lating the best linear estimation 7 of a vector A under the 
following basic conditions: 
1. For x(t) = 0, A = A. 
2. For x(t) ̂  Oy it must be valid that the error involved in 

substituting A for A will be smaller than that occurring 
with any other linear estimation. 

To comply with these conditions, let us denote 

я-ув-* x (xre'x)-f (* **) 

or 
where \k is a vector (a linear operator). 
Furthermore, the following additional properties of A may be 
proved to be valid: 
1» Every component of the vector A has the smallest possible 

dispersion 
2. The sun of dispersions of all components, of the vector A is 

also the smallest 
3. V/eighted sum of the squares of the deviations of the compo-

Л» -V T 
nents of the vector X = AX , and components of the vector Y, 
is also the smallest. 
In orde.' to calculate the errors of incividual components 

of the vector Л, let us express the correlating matrix as 
follows 

Concerning the error involved in every component of the vector 
A, it nay be expressed as 

K,•• fa, - at) - pki (J. 2V) 

гягтш«и -
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where q. is an error introduced by the disturbing component of 
the vector x(t-); in other words, it is caused by 
the noise of measuring instruments, inaccuracy of 
measurement, etc* It may be also said that q^ is 
a component of the correlating matrix К for x(t') f 
Ф 0 and for the analytical error of the calculating 
method being equal to zero; 

k- is the error due to the method of calculation. In 
other words, it is the analytical error for 
x(t±) = 0. 

Therefore, q. and к. represent weight coefficients by [ 
virtue of which it is possible to carry out a "correction" of 
individual components of the vector %0 Both can be obtained 
cc.lculationally as early as in the first stage of the method of j 
stacic programming» Components q^ are accounted for by the » 
vector 13, which represents a correlating matrix of a random j 
vector X and which is incorporated in the optimum operator II» I 
In the computing program В is assumed to be of the following \ 
shape 

В - £t С . (J- 20) 

G being dispersion oi any statistical component of the input 
vector Y, and 2 standing for a unit ..atrix v/ith dimensions II, 

The distribution of the sum of squares of the deviations 
of smoothened and neaeured values for the task under investi
gation resembles to the X type of distribution (for Li • Lb 

2 
decrees of freedor.K Concerning the estimation of G , it may 
be conducted as 

Č.JblHf-Г) (329) 
rt-M 
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where Y is the vector of smoothened values, and 
Y is the vector of measured values0 
The values k-, which are calculated in the first stage 

of the static programing, represent diagonal elements of the 2 natrix 111 calculated undex the assumption G = 1. Matrix К will 
undergo a cb?n,-xe to assume the foi-ia as follows: 

K-(xr*r4 (JJO) 

Coefficients k., which are obtained calculationally for 
every component of the function x-(t), are further used in the 
second st£.ge fox* calculating the errors of the amplitudes and 
phases of individual harmonics. 
Before pxoceeding further, lot us denote: 
dq4 .*..o amplitudinal error of sine component, 
dq ••••• anplitudinal error of cosine component, 
uq aciplitu-inal error of corresponding harnonical com

ponent, 
df error of phase of the corresponding harnonical com

ponent. 
These 3yr?.bols hold true for a linear approximation. Now, let us 
find total differentials: 

dq. " ~f (&s d&s + fc d<*c) \ 

df °j'(fcJfs -fsdft) * (JJ/) 

After raising to pciver and averaging within the set of all 
measurements, we will obtain 

f (3 32) 
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The dispersions of the amplitudes of the sine and cosine 

components will be established for individual harmonics with 

the help of the coefficients k. 

(dfs)* - £%-

(э. 33) 
(*ýc)z " Čiř,-** 

As гну be round in /45/, there is no ccrreletion betv?een the 
sine and cosine components* Consequently, the last terras in 
equations (3*32) may be deleted* The forculas for calculating 
the error of acipliture and phase of individual harmonics will 
be as follows: 

' / a i L l (У-rXr-rf Erb - y ^ / - y ^ frf *Ыин) i ^ ^ 

г f .™\fci? - ИЗ. ЛГ]1 (a'k * a * i, A (y-y)(Ý-ť)r 
Erf v y w ' JT W at+Q?.„l '"«'*"*'<' я-1* 

r i^s . 3 and 4 and tables 2, 3, and 7 present the calcula
ted values of k. for present components of the harmonical and 
polynomial arwoxination. 

If a purely harmonical decomposition is involved, presen
ted values váli be independent on the number of harmonics- In 
addition, the value of the coefficient k- will be inversely 
proportional to the number of points ii under investigation» 

Generally, this dependency cay be expressed as 
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with b being a constant» 
The courses of values k- for harmonical as well as for 

polynomial components also vary inversely with N. In addition, 
they exhibit a strong dependence on the number of components 
of the decomposition (LI)« The highest values of the coefficient 
k. correspond to the first hamcnical. For further harmonics, 
the difference among individual values of k. markedly decrea
ses. This phenomenon vfill become especially pronounced for a 
polynomial of the second order (P = 2). For N = 60 and more, 
k- decreases very slowly. 

One must bear in mind that the values of k. depend not 
only on N and LI, but also on the fashion of inversion of the 
natrix (Xr X ) as well as on the - computer used for performing 
the calculation. Presented data were obtained using the compu
ter NE 803 B, with the autocode of this computer being used 
for working out the calculating program. 

To assess the impact of parameter p (the number of pe
riods for every component of the decomposition), coefficients 
k^ have been obtained calculationally for N = 60, Ы = 6,7» and j 

= 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 3. j 
Fig. 5 suggests that the values of k^ are high for p j 

below 1. Moreover, their rise depends strongly on the order \ 
of the polynomial P. For 7- above 1 and for harmonical com
ponents H = 1 + 2H the values of k. range in a narrow zone 
regardless the order of P. In selecting the parameter we pro
ceed in such a manner that we select a value equal to or above 
1. This means that the period of the first harmonical component 
equals to the. observing interval or is % - times higher. 
For practical; applications it seems proper to select an obser
ving interval equalling the period of the harmonical disturbance 
for low frequencies. For high frequencies it is eometimee ne
cessary to adopt the value of f* above 1* It depends on the 
speed with which the analysed vector Y may be measured. It 
should be added that this aspect will be dealt with at full 
length in a chapter describing the liieasureiaents of frequency 
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characteristics of the 5R-0A reactor. 

3.3*3. Practical applicability of the iaethod of optimum 

harmonical analysis 

This measuring technique has been tested from the view

point of the accuracy of the results obtained for a preset 

frequency transfer. The following transfer function of the 

third order was adopted: 

20 
W - -

T 40S(j4i)* . O^f(jco)1 i- 1,1 juj + 1 

A response to various types of input disturbing signals 

has been obtained with the help of an analog computer (the AP3M 

computer). The following signals have been used as a distur

bance: 

a) a periodic sine-shaped signal, 

b) periodic trapezoidal signal, 

c) periodic triangle-shaped signal. 

All signals under consideration had zero mean value» 

Concerning their amplitude, it was equal to 1 in all cases* 

Altogether 9 frequencies ranging froi:, 0.2 to 3 u> were in

vestigated. The response was enregiatered by means of a digital 

voltmeter and a printer. Numerical values provided by the prin

ter were punched into a tape serving as an input for the com

puter (vectors Y) . The results so obtained are presented in 

fig. 6 which shows a precise frequency response of the inves

tigated transfer. Response to a sine disturbance signal is 

denoted by circles, denotation by trapezoids ie used face trape

zoidal disturbance signal, triangles denote triangle-shaped 

disturbance signal. 
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The response to sine-shaped signal exhibits a fairly 
good concordance with the accurate values* Averaged error 
related to precise values (vrithin the frequency limits under 
investigation) accounts for 4.5%. Уог low frequencies (up to 
1.2 u> ), the average error is some 3&. In the case of higher 
frequencies the error amounts to эссе 7Й. 

The response to trapezoidal signal differs markedly from 
the precise value. The average error for individual frequen
cies under consideration represents some 30%. It may be furt
hermore 3tated that this error is the same for all investigated 
frequencies» 

The response to a ti*aangle-3haped cignal is interesting in 
that for lov/ frequencies the value obtained through the use 
of the optimum harmonical analysis is below real value, vdiile 
for higher frequencies it is above this value* Average error 
accounts lor some 6ft. 

Said differences nay be attributed to the fact that a 
trapezoidal periodic signal has a broad spectrum of harmonical 
components, whereas the spectrum of harmonics for a triangle-
shapeo signal is rather limited* Since in investigating the 
frequency characteristics of real systems the above-mentioned 
disturbance signals are real, they deserve due attention. It 
is also advisable to adopt measures to diminish the errors 
occurring in the frequency response» 

Fig. 8 presents a dependence obtained in the course of 
testing a periodical trapezoidal signal (fig. 7) for different 
slopes'of the trapezoid. An extreme case of converting the 
trapezoid into a triangle is also included. This curve describes 
the behaviour of the amplitudinal deviation of the first harmo
nical component from a periodic sine curve<> The course exhibits 
a parabolic character in dependence on the angle oC denoting 
the slope of the 3ide of the trapezoid for a normalized height 
and normalized period of the signal (both equal to 1; see curve 
1 in fir» G). 
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íhia situation is exemplified in rig. 8 by the curves 
describing the behaviour of the deviation the first harmonical 
for a linear (curve 2) and a linear plus quadratic (curve 3) 
change of the cean value of periodic signal. These curves were 
obtained using the method of the optimum harmonical analysis, 
the change of the mean value not being included in the vector X. 

Fig. 9o presents the dependence of the amplitudinal devi
ation on the coefficients k, and on the linear and quadratic 
components of the mean value change of a periodic trapezoidal 
signal» A periodic signal with °6 = 950 has been used. Ampli- • 
tudinal deviations of the first harmonical component display a 
linearly Oecreasinr trend with, the increasing value of the po- [ 
lynomial coefficient. Curve b corresponds to a case when' the j 
mean value is included in the vector X, while curve a shows j 
the behaviour with the mean value neglected. It should be stated • 
that incorporating the change of the ::ean value into the vector 
X does not lead to the desired decrease of the deviation. 

The impact of the embodiment of the mean value change into 
the vector X has been tested for a sine-shaped periodic signal [ 
with a unit amplitude. Figs. 1С ana 11 show the deviations of •> 

о f 
the amplitude and phase for a 3hift in vector Y by 360 and i 

i 

for different mean value changes (with the change of the mean : 

value not beinr; respected by the vector Y ) . Vector Y has been \ 
shifted 9-tines, in all cases by the same amount of rotation. j 
Comparing the pictures suggests that the changes of deviation i 
and those of phase proceed in opposite direction. So, in other 
words, v/here the ampli tudinal deviation ii the highest, there : 
the deviation in phase is the smallest. Incorporating the nean j 
vnluo chan/re into the vector X resulted in zero deviations of j 
amplitude and phase. j 

Tested frequency transfer has been corrected on the basis ; 
of results provided ey testing the periodic trapezoidal input Í 
signal (fig. 8). For individual amplitudes of the frequency j 
response, the amount of correction obeys the following formula 
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Л ^ (j. J*j 
л " 7 /ею 

where Д is the correction of the amplitude of the frequency 
transfer, 

bt is the percentage value obtained from the plot in 
fig» 8. 

Corrected value of the amplitude of the frequency transfer will 
be obtained by means of 

ti .(j.J*) 

where q? is corrected amplitude, 
jj q- is the value of amplitude as a result of using hanno-
i nical analysis, 
5 i is the number of points in the frequency transfer 
' (i.e. investigated frequency). 
I After performing the correction ir. conformity with formula 
I (3.37), the frequency response for transfer WQ, will have the 

form t.iOwed in lig. 12. The behaviour of the frequency response 
to a trapezoidal (denoted by trapezoids) and to a triangle-
shaped signal (denoted by triangles) approached the precise 
value very closely. 

Table 4 presents the values of U> for which was tested 
the frequency transfer l/fa using the method of optimum harmonica! 
analysis. Three types of input periodic signals are involved. 
Relative errors are related to the precise amplitude A for 
every frequency under investigation. Values of A© and A° are 
amplitudes corrected in conformity with relations (3*36) and 
(3.37). 

In testing a transfer of a higher order the amplitudinal 
error is too high for hi^h frequencies. Using relationships 
(3«3£) and (3.37) does not result in acceptable accuracy. For 
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i 
practical application it is suggested to express higher order j 
of the transfer function by a lower one (by third order at tho» I 
UtEOSt)• J 

1 
3*3.4 о Conclusions I 

The method of optimum hanaonical analysis carried out by 
means of the algcrithm of static programming, complies with the j 
requirements iiaposed on' processing of great volume of measured \ 
data. The algorithm permits dividing the calculation into two \ 
stages: ' 
a) The former, which consumes more time, involves the compute- " 

tion of optica operators and their analytical accuracy. s 
This v/ork contains experimentally obtained dependencies of \ 
the analytical accuracy of operators \7 expressed by the ' 
coefficients of dispersion of individual components of the 
decomposition, on the number of analysed samples N, the num
ber of harmonical and polynomial components M, and the number 
of analysed periods у • These dependencies serve as an a 
priori infcreation for determining vector X, sampling speed of ' 
the analysed vector (Y), etc. 

b) The latter stage representscample mathematical operations 
with the quantities obtained by measurement (vector Y and opti-
. mun. operator V/). At the output we obtain the coefficients of ; 
individual components of the decomposition, the amplitude and ! 
phase of the frequency transfer, and their errors» The de
pendence between the amplitudinal and phase deviation has 
been obtained by analysing a sine-3haped periodic signal 
(this h-̂ s been done for different changes of its mean value, 
with the phase angular 3hift being the same in all cases). It . 
may be stated that incorporating the change of the u.ean value 
of the measured periodic signal into the vector X eliminates , 
very well the error which would otherwise impair the results 
of the analysis. This fact is of great importance in deter-

í 

mining the frequency геэропзе of industrial facilities, where i 
it is practically impossible to form an accurate symmetrical I 
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periodic input signal. 

For a sine-shaped, trapezoidal, aná triangle-shaped perio

dic input signal has been performed a test with the intention 

of obtaining a third-order frequency transfer. The test enabled 

to find the dependence and the analytical relationships for 

correcting the amplitude of the frequency response in dependence 

on the geometry of a normalized trapezoidal (triangle-shaped), 

periodic input signal. 
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4* usiiJG THE Í.IET::OD OF OPTIKŮM HARLÍONICAL ANALYSIS 

FOE DETEHLJNING THE FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC OF 
THE ŠR - OA REACTOR j 

! 

Physical measurements performed in connection with the j 
startup cf the reactor of the A-l nuclear power station consists ; 

> 
of several stages. These stages are termed experiments and ; 
their purpose lies, in the first place, in securing proper ) 
sequence of individual operations up to reaching the criticality ' 
of the reactor at required neutron flux level. Secondly, the | 
experiments should serve to verifying the parameters of reactor 
subsystems, as well as of functional properties and static and ! 
dynamical characteristics of certain components» > 

One of the subsystems involved in physical measurements of ; 
the A-l nuclear power station is the system controlling the 
neutron flux in the reactor. Experiment No» 11 of A-l reactor 
physical measurements is associated with the verification of '<• 
the control system of the KS-150 reactor, the verification being . 
carried out with the help of the optimum harnonical analysis. | 

To verify the method of optimum harmonical analysis in í 
routine conditions, an experimental determination of the ; 
frequency characteristic of the reactor ŠR-OA has been performed. ! 
The oR-OA reactor is situated in oKOLA U'ORKS. Nuclear Pov/er 
Construction Department» ' 

í 

4.1. The procedure of the experiment ' 

4»lel» Brief description of the ŠR-ОЛ reactor 

CR-OA reactor is о research swimming-pool-type reactor with 
a maximum thermal output of 10 k',7, maximum neutron flux up to 10 2 10 n/cm', and UÔ I.Ig fuel with 10£> enrichment. In reactor core 
are 1G fuel assemblies of VVER4Í type. Purified HpO is used as 

a moderator and reflector» For control purposes are pro videa >-
eneryenc.y rods, ? compensotinr rods, and 1 control rod» 
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4olo2. Purpose of the experiment 

The aim of the experiment consists in aetermining the chan
ge in neutron flux density in the core as a response to a pe
riodic change of reactivity. Furthermore, the following systems 
will be checked: generation of the input periodic signal, measu
ring of data, and the method of optimum harmonical analysis as 
a technique of processing a great volume of data* The experience 
so obtained will be taken advantage of in physical measurements 
of the Л-l reactor. 

4.1.3. Generation of a periodic signal 

For the purpose of generating a periodic signal (as well 
as of other signals), a special device has been designed and 
put into being. This enables: 
a) generation of a periodic signal with an optional period T 

and an optional amplitude R, 
b) generation of a pseudo-random binary signal with a step T, 

optional period N and optional amplitude H, 
c) manual generation of a "step" signal with an optional ampli

tude k, 
d) opening and closing the reactor control circuit, 
e) measuring the current ox an ionization chamber in the form 

of voltage, 
f) feeding disturbing signals in the form of voltage into the 

circuits, of the facility under investigation. 
The periodic signal is of symmetrical rectangular shape. 

Concerning the periods which can be adjusted, they are as fol
lows: 0.04, 0.08, C.16, 0.32, 0.64, 1.28, 2.56, 5.12, 10.24, 
and 20.48 sec. The amplitude can be adjusted within the range 
of 0 up to 10 V. 

The pseudo-random binary signal- i.j provided for periods 
И = 31» 63> and 127. The step of the period, and the amplitude 
of the signal are adjustable within the same limits as the 
frequency and the amplitude of the periodic signal. 
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."fin c in nl func t iona l scher.e of the r ene ra to r i s shcv/n in 

| f i f . 13 . 

4.1.4. dad: ÍUL. oscillator 

In o; .er to introduce reactivity disturbances in the 5R-CA 

ie-cto/ core, <r ,-pecial cadniun oscillator* has been manufactured, 

••hid unit ccii; ists of tv/о pipes, with one inserted into the 
otl or, hotter. an. of the external pipe is inserte., into the 
. e..ci,o.- о -e, in pi-nee of a fuel asser.bly» i"he upper end of the 
pipe :u-s a flange enabling attachin the oscillator to reactor 
ves: el cover. furthermore, this finnye maizes it possible to 
:..cunt t e h-'ivin,- electric notor. /.t a certain distance frc:: its 
bottc a, tv/o cadb-ium sheets are attached externally to the 
exte 1 yipo. hese sheets oppose each other (or, in other 
-..'Old.;, t re; are situate .. on opposite sides of the external pi
pe), hollow a haft is inserted into the external ripe, una it3 
pori lion i г. ď rtion to the external pipe is secured by . eans 
of be-:, in r-j i'o the bcttoia end of the shaft is attached о cy-

:h.;ter with two cad:.dur. sheets mutually situated o:: 
ides, bhe up er end of the shaft is connected with an 
oto.' via a clutch, notation of the shaft ohnryes the 
overlapping of the cadr.iun sheets situated on the 
the outer ride of the equipment, thereby increasing 
in.'- the total effective cross section for non-fission 
t.:e neutrons, consequently, this causes a crmr-e of 

ноге reactivity. Rotational speed oi the drivin~ electric 
rc.itrelJed by the leading phase voltnye, which can also 

j c' ••.-.. a h e x 'eyuaacy of reactivity char: fic. Xhe signal yenerated 
Í 

j in la i r : :\: ,,o -..ill he h - ' t i i a ' termed as a "hanronical n i y n a l " , 
i hi . s i m l conta ins two i:iaxiir:uiri9 arsd t'.vo rininuiaS fo eve; v 
i turn nf ť v 3. af t o fi.e r o t a t i o n of the e l e c t r i c r o t o r ; ay be 

l i n i t e u by . ,»ans of tv/o stope with a s^acir r of 90 d e / r o e s , and 
< r.ay bo c r t r o l l e d by a per iod ic volta.ye s i g n a l . In t h i s case the 

dis turbance of the r e a c t i v i t y reaches а гг.о'.з ~иш value on one 
! r o to r a top , v/hj '• 1 •> on the o th?r s top i t *e.'ches a r in i . a ; . 
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signal generated in this manner will be termed hereinafter as 
a "periodic signal"• 

The position of the cadmium oscillator aheďt will be chan
ged by deans of a rotary-type potentiometer provided on the 
shaft of the electric notor. The voltage varies in a linear 
manner all the way between zero and the maximum value* 

Basic setup of the cadmium oscillator is shown in fig. 14* 
The calibration of the oscillator has been carried out for 

that arrangement of the core, at which will be performed the 
experiment» It should be added that the calibration has been 
done using the technique of inverse equations of kinetics for 
both types of the disturbing signals (i.e. for the "periodic" 
as well as the "harmonical" signals). The results obtained 
through the calibration are presented in figs. 15 and 16, 

4.2. Experimental setup 

Basic experimental setup /fig. 17/ consists of the system 
under investigation, a cadmium oscillator with electric motor 
and position indicator, voltage supplies, an input signal gene
rator, and a measuring system. 

The system of measuring consists of two direct current 
amplifiers for scaling the values obtained by the measurement, 
two analog-digital converters of the type NR-12, a deooder with 
a control unit for the analog-digital converters and a fast 
printer, and two fast printers 2PA-RT2» 

The output tape of the printed values contains in the first 
colomn the positions of the cadmium oscillator, the second column 
contains the values of the neutron density. 

4*3* Programs for computer-aided evaluation of measured values 

In order to process measured data using the method of the 
optinum harmonical analysis, the following programs envisaged * 
for performing the calculations on the ELLIOT 803 В digital 
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i 

computer have been worked out: \ 
i 

lo The P1-0HA program- I 

This program may be used for calculation the dispersion ( 
coefficients k. of the vector X components, for the values of \ 
the optimum operator V/,. and for checking these values. The 
follováng items serve as input data: dimension of the matrix X ; 
(i. е. Ы ano N) , the degree of the polynomial P, and the number j 
of periods. The output data tape is fed into the input of the ? 
program P2-0HA. 
2. The Р2-0НЛ program. ; 

This program serves for converting the measured values 
(voltages) into desired physical quantities (vector Y), for 

j calculating the components of individual harmonics and individual » 
components of the polynomial, and for calculating the amplitude 
and phase of individual harmonics. 

4*4. Performed measurements 

Positions of the cadmium oscillator (the change in reacti
vity) and the values of the neutron flux have been obtained for 
the following frequencies: 

! "Periodic" signal 
Experiment No: 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Frequency (Hz) 3.1 1.5 0.75 0.37 0.19 0.09 0.048 
•Harmonical" signal 
Experiment No: 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
Frequency (Hz) 46 38 32 25 20 16 14 12 8.6 

The range of possible frequencies of the disturbance 3i[-
nal generator has been made use of in the course of the expe
riment only partly. For frequencies above 3"1 Hz the cadmium 
oscillator failed to reach both end stops, and travelled some
where between» Consequently, it has been possible to define 
neither the amplitude nor the mean value of the reactivity. In 
the case of the "harmonical" signal, a lack of dynamical balance 



of the ahaft of the oscillator prevented us from reaching 
frequncies below 8.6 Hz. As a consequence of the poor dynamical 
balancing, the shaft did not rotate uniformly» 

• 

i 
4.5. Evaluation of the measurement j 

: \ 

The results obtained by the experiments No» 7 through 13 ; 
have been processed b-- t.eans of the r.ethod of the optimum hex- ! 

monacal analysis. In ooin~ so, ELLIOTT-803 В computer and the * 
programs Р2-0НА have been taken advantage of. í. 

Vectors Y of the measured values have been selected from 
the output tapes of the printer according to the neutron flux [ 
frequency response. The number of periods as well as the number \ 
of the points subjected to the analysis (N) were in conformity ; 
with the preselected decomposition functions x(t), see table 6. 
The beginning of the section corresponded to the instant of ti- j 
me when the oscillator was approximately at zero. The first s 
Huge of the static programming involved calculating and tes-
ting the optimum operators for the above-mentioned functions. j 

! 

Analysing the measured values revealed practical no change i 
of the mean neutron flux in the course of the experiment for a 
given neutron flux and the disturbance of reactivity» Introduc- I 
ing polynomial components into the decomposition function x(t) | 
has been therefore dispensed with. | 

i 

Table 5 presents a part of the output tape containing re- ! 
suits obtained by r:,eans of a digital computer. ! 

In order to increase the number of the measured points of j 
the ŠR-ОЛ frequencycharacteristics, a decision has been adopted j 
to use also the third harmonics obtained by means of the tech- j 
nique of the optimum harmonical analysis. The results so obtained j 
are 3hown in table 6. Resulting values of the frequency charac
teristics (amplitude in db, and the phase) are given in fig. 18. 
Solid lines denote the frequency curve as obtained on the basis 
of literary sources /47/• 
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In evaluating the tapes containing ttie measure values cf 
the experimente 25 and 33, the printers adopted exhibited 
insufficient printing speed for the frequencies involved. On 
these basis the trial to perform the evaluating utin^ the tech
nique of the optimum hamor.ical analysis has been abandoned, 
and another trial has been made to obtain the components 
of the individual harmonics using the nethoJ of fast Fourier's 
transformation. But even this trial faileci to be euccesful 
owin^ to an unacceptable scatter of the obtained data. Obviously, 
the data concerning the input disturbance function and the res
ponse have not been sufficient, due to an insufficient speed 
of the printer. This conclusion шау be derived on the basis of 
the fact that the analysis perforned by the above-mentioned 
nethod involved 64, 128, 256, and 512 points, and every alter
native exhibited a great scatter in the results. 

Fig, 19 presents the results obtained in evaluating the 
possibilities of using the algorithm of the fast Fourier's 
transformation for analysing the results of experiments No. 7. 

The measuremente carried out on the SB-DA reactor involved 
also the experiments No, 15 and 19, in which case a pseudo
random binary signal (PBS) standing for the input disturbance 
of reactivity has been used. The results obtained by the expe
riments No. 15 and 19 have been analysed by reana of the algo
rithm of the fast Fourier's transformation. This has been cone 
with the ахи of obtaining the sine and cosine components of 
individual harmonics. The input pseudo-randon binary signal has 
been defined by the parameters as follo7/s: 
Experiment lio. 15: period of pseudo-random signal 127, 

step 0*32 sec, 
Experiment iio, 19: period of pseudo-ranuoii. signal 63, 

step 5.26 sec, 
ŮÍ9 anal у si 8 perforned with the use of the fast Fourier's 

transformation has been carried out for 1024 measured points. 
The results of the analysis are presented in fig. 20. 
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i 
Noter The program for the harmonical analysis involving 

the algorithm of the fast Fourier's transformation has been 

worked out in the autocode and machine code of the computer 

ELLIOT 803 B. 

4.5.1» Evaluation of results 

Because we do not know the accurate frequency response of 

the 5R-0A reactor, it ia very difficult to evaluate the results 

of the analysis performed by both the method of the optimum 

harmonical analysis and the fast Fourier's transformation when 

carrying out the experiments on the above-mentioned reactor* 

But it will be possible to perform a comparison with the frequen

cy characteristics obtained calculationally for reactors having 

the same fuel as the SR-OA reactor, and a similar core* There-, 

fore, let us consider figs. 18. 19, and 20. Fig» 18 suggests 

an anplitudinal scattering of - 0.2 db for a frequency band of 
0.1 - 10 Hz. Amplitudinal behaviour for frequencies above 1.3 

Hz, aa well as phase behaviour justify to state that the ampli

tudinal and phaee characteristics of the ŠR-0A reactor corres

pond to a frequency characteristics of a reactor with a mean 

tine of instantaneous neutrons of Л « Ю sec. In addition, 
on the basis of figs. 18, 19, and 20 it may be inferred that 
the results obtained by treating a great volume of measured 
values (using the method of the optimum harmonical analysis) 
are better by several orders than the results obtained by the 
nethod of the fast Fourier's transformation. 

4.6. Conclusions 

The results of the SR-OA reactor frequency characteristics 
obtained b;> processing a great amount of measured data using 
the methoa of statical programming applied to the optimum 
harmonical analysis, may be considered aa satisfactory. Thie 
cannot be said of the method of the fast Fourier's transforma
tion. 
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The experience acquired in the course of performing the 
experimental measurement of the 5R-0A reactor frequency cha
racteristic indicates certain limiting factors which are to be 
taken into account, for otherwise it would not be possible to 
obtain the frequency response of the nuclear reactor in desired 
frequency band* 
1. Core reactivity disturbance generator 

The generator must offer a reliable -operation within a 
frequency band of OoOl - 100 Hz. Its design must enable to 
insert the generator into the reactor core without necessita
ting any changes in the arrangement of the core. In addition, 
it must be located in such a point where the change of the 
neutron flux is sufficient even at high frequencies of the 
disturbance. 

Concerning reactors containing pressurized medium it must 
be added that the requirements to be fulfilled in performing 
the measurement of the frequency characteristic are higher. 
This concerns mainly the location of the generator driving, and 
sealing the cable outlets. 

Seen economically, the greatest portion of money required 
for the whole experiment is associated with development, design, 
ana manufacture of the generator. According to a very rough 
estimation of the cost involved in manufacturing a very simple 
rotary-type generator with an electric drive would amount to 
0.5 mil. crowns. 
2. The measurement of input and output values 

Using the method of optimum harmonical analysis in digital 
processing of experimentally obtained input and output values 
calls for a great speed of measuring the values (great sampling 
speed). The results presented in chapter II suggest that of 
greatest influence is the redundance N, or, expressing the 
same in other words, the number of reluee measured during one 
period of the analysed processо A tine interval shorter ttian 
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one period will be reflected by a substantial error in the 
result (see fig. 5). It may be inferred from figsc 3 and 4 that 
the minimum number of values per one period amounts approxima
tely to 20. Required higher limit (100 Hz) of the reactor res
ponse frequency band necessitates a sampling speed of 2000 va
lues per second. Commercially available analog - digital conver
ters are not adequate for this purpose, but using four components 
of the sine-cosine decomposition of the input and output quan
tities enables to reduce the required sampling speed to 25^. 
Direct connection of the analog - digital converter with compu
ter memory is envisaged. 

Another solution of the problem of sampling speed may be 
seen in performing the analog recorci by means of a good measu
ring tape recorder. The data will be enrecorded on the tape v/ith 
a sufficient speed, while the scanning will be then carried out 
with a speed compatible with that of the analog - digital con
verter. This alternative does not necessitate for a connection 
between the digital computer and the reactor. 

Performing the optimum harmonical analysis in the case of 
measuring a periodic values requires to denote the instant of 
time when the input disturbance passes through its mean value. 
This will characterise the first value of the measured succes
sion of values (of the vector Y) subjected to analysis. If this 
initial value is not available, the results afforded by the 
analysis will be highly inaccurateо This implies not only a si
multaneous record of both input and output valuesf but also a 
special algorithm for the recording means (or digital computer). 

It should be added that the experiment imposes demanding 
requirements concerning space, аз well as the arrangement of the 
measuring instx^uments and cabling. 
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SUIUAP.Y 

This report has been worked out on the basis of theoreti
cal and experimental research carried out in the donain of the 
control of nuclear reactors and power plants in the. course of 
the last four years. The requirement for the work of this type 
originated from the needs associated with the staxt-up of the 
Л-1 nuclear po.ver station. 

It may be said that dynanical characteristics of systems 
ma- l.é determined by means of many methods, and the selection 
depended in our case upon the need to quickly process a great 

amount of data usinr; a simple algorithm. V/e have chosen the 

method of statical programming applied to the optimum harmoni-

cal analysis, ana evaluated its possibilities and constraints 

for determining the frequency characteristics of nuclear reac

tors. 

This work contains a testing of optimum operators perfor

med fron tlie viewpoint of their analytical accuracy in approxi

mating the measured values by a summation of components of pe

riodical and polynomial functions.» The testing is carried out 

by means of analog ana digital computers. The report presents 

the dispersion coefficients of individual components of the 

decomposition for changes of the mean value of the analysed se

ries of the rcasured values in dependence on the polynomial order 

and the valuee of the coefficients of polynomial components0 
Moreover, it is for the first tiine when in connection with usins 

the method of the optimum harr.onical analysis, a theoretical 

analysis in ,;iven of the accuracy of this method in uoproxima-

tini' the trapezoidal behaviour of periouic signals. Аз a result, 
v;e can obtain a technique enabling us to give more precision 
to trie results obtained by means of the optimum hamonical ana
lysis for tilt- above-mentioneu type of signals* 

In the experimental part of the presented work, the opti
mum hamonical r.nrclysis is Lade use of (in Czechoslovakia for 
the first time) for obtaining the frequency characteristic of ' 
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a nuclear reactor. Preparation of the experiment, as well as 

the problems associated with evaluating the data obtained are 

dealt with at a length*, 

On the basis of the experience derived in the course of 

the experiment one can conclude that applying the method of 

statical pror;r arming to the optimum harccnical and polynomial 

analysis suggests itself as an advantageous means of providing 

dynamical characteristics,. Furthermore, this means can be con

sidered as sufficiently accurate for both laboratory and in

dustry-wide systems. The method Lay be successfully employed 

in computer-assisted systems of controlling, as well as in da

ta-collecting systems in industrial facilities (e. r* in nuc

lear reactor or- nuclear power plant). 
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